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Montclair State College, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043

Thurs., March 25, 1976

Settlement Reached After 48 Hours O f T alks

A F T Gets New Contract
By Barbara Ponsi
A threatened faculty strike was averted at about 10 pm Tuesday
night when a settlement was reached between the state and the
American Federation of Teachers (A F T ) .
The basic terms of the agreement include the rehiring of all
faculty who have been laid off for fiscal reasons, maintenance of the
24 hour workload and a $250 across the board salary supplement
this year, a 7% across the board salary increase for fiscal year 1977
and a 5% across the board increase for fiscal year 1978, according to
Marcoantonio Lacatena, A F T President.
Frank Mason, State Negotiator,
explained, " T h e state anticipates
tighter management and the most
intensive
and
efficient use of
personnel. Virtually all faculty would
have to teach 24 hours a year,

allowing less time for professional
research."
He added that the faculty would
also have to give up their increments
for this year and for fiscal years 1977
and
1978. A salary increment

amounts to 5% of an employee's pay,
usually given each year as a cost of
living adjustment.
MSC P R E S ID E N T David W.D.
Dickson said that as he understood
the situation, funds which would
have gone towards salary increments
will now be utilized to meet the
terms of the settlement. He added
that this would mean dependence on
additional state funding is minimal.
Dickson explained that about 5%
of the money in the faculty budget
was used towards the funding of
release time, in order to encourage
professional research. He said that
this money enabled the hiring of
adjuncts so that faculty could teach
less hours in order to spend more
time on their own studies.
" I t is m y understanding that this
will have to be taken away now,"
Dickson said.
D IC K S O N O U T L IN E D additional
details of the A F T settlement, which
include $275 per credit for overload
pay, limited to a 3 credit overload

per year. Formerly teachers were
given $250 per credit for an overload,
limited to a 6 hour overload. In
addition, there will be a $10 per
credit hour increase for summer
school teaching this year and a $20
per credit hour increase for fiscal
year 1977.
In addition, Dickson remarked
that sabbatical leaves and tuition
reimbursements at public school
levels for faculty attending graduate
school would continue as usual.
Besides the increments, Dickson
mentioned
the
possibility
of
increasing enrollments from 4 % to
5%, amounting to 2500 students, in
order to fund the increased faculty
lines.
M A N N Y C. M E N E N D E Z , SG A
President, said that it was his
understanding that the funding of the
A F T settlement was dependent on
the restoration of funds through a
state income tax, coupled with tax
reform.
"I
don't
believe the
increments alone will be sufficient to

fund the A F T package," Menendez
commented.
He added that there was no
definitive proof of a correlation
between the terms of the A F T
settlement and the subsequent status
of tuition since all monies collected
in the state are put into the General
Treasury, rather than specific monies
being
earmarked
for
specific
purposes.
According to Menendez, " I f the
Legislature does not restore funds
through an income tax with tax
reform, there would probably be a
substantial tuition increase, in the
area of about a $260 increase. If
funding does come through, there
would be a minimal tuition increase
in the area of about $100, Being
realistic, there probably will be some
sort of tuition increase because the
costs of education are rising."
Th e rank and file union members
will vote on the settlement within a
week to 10 days, according to Mason.

NJSA Dumps 4000 Letters On State
By Ricli Fi^el

M O N TC L A R IO N /A n d re a Schweld
F A N M A IL ? : Student government officers from four o f the eight state
colleges deliver 4000 letters protesting higher ed cuts to the State Legislature.
In front o f the State House, from left to right are Manny C. Menendez, S G A
President, A lto n O'N eill, Jersey C ity State College SG A President, Ron
Sampath, William Paterson College SG A President and Scott Stark o f Stockton
State College, President o f the New Jersey Student Association.

T R E N T O N — Nearly 4000 letters
were delivered to
the State
House by representatives of the New
Jersey Student Association (N JS A )
last Friday while Ralph A . Dungan,
Chancellor of Higher Education, took
a strong stand for students before the
Joint Appropriations Committee in
sharp contrast to his public image.
The N JS A also held a press

Court May Revoke Carrino Contract
By Josephine Policastro
A public hearing held yesterday by the Public
Utilities Commission (PUC) will determine whether or
not to revoke Lewis Carrino's certification to operate
a landfill on the MSC quarry site.
Th e hearing was initiated through an appeal which
was filed by Little Falls' Township Attorney, James V .
Segretto in September following MSC's abandonment
of the sanitary landfill.
A L S O R E P R E S E N T E D in the appeal are
Passaic County and MSC.
The college is appealing the PUC's decision last
August granting permission for the landfill, charging
that Carrino violated the contract which the two
parties had.
In a letter sent to Carrino on Sept. 3, 1975 MSC
President David W .D . Dickson charged Carrino with
several violations which include failure to install an
impervious clay liner and a leachate collection system
prior to the placement of any refuse at the site.
C O N TR O V ER S Y D EVELO PED

concerning

the

landfill when it was originally taken before the PUC
Hearing Examiner Eugene Byrne on May 19, 1975.
Most of the objections raised by the surrounding
communities regarded the environmental effects of the
landfill.

Byrne, who recommended to the State Board of
Public Utility Commisioners that they allow Carrino
to operate the landfill, also heard the appeal
yesterday.
Approximately three months after the original
hearing the Board approved the landfill in a 2-1 vote in
August, 1975.
P R IO R T O seeking the PUC's permission Carrino
obtained certification from the Department of
Environmental Protection (D E P ). Residents of Little
Falls have since questioned the DEP's approval and
expressed fears that the eight acre landfill would
pollute the air and local streams.
Carrino was awarded a contract with MSC after
bidding zero to fill a hole in the quarry with garbage
so that the land could be used for a recreation field.
For Carrino filling the hole would have entailed
contracting with communities or garbage companies
allowing them to dum p on the site. From there his
company would use the garbage to fill the site in the
quarry.
According to Sherry Gibble, Deputy State Attorney
General, the trial for a suit which was filed by the
college on Sept. 18 to terminate the contract with
Carrino will be heard on Mon., May 10 by Superior
Court Judge Peter Ciolino.
Carrino has also filed a counter suit for $5 million
in damages which will be heard at the same trial.

conference at the State House to
e x p la in
the
objectives
of
O p e ra tio n Letter
Dum p — the
attempt to swamp Legislators with
letters to encourage restoration of
funds for higher education, Friday.
A C C O R D IN G T O Scott Stark,
N JS A President, Operation Letter
Dump served a two-fold purpose. " It
shows that students are concerned
citizens
and
illustrates
that,
philosophically,
'thorough
and
efficient' funding shouldn't stop at
the 12th grade," Stark said.
Sam Crane, N JS A Lobbyist, called
Dungan's testimony before the Joint
Appropriations
Committee,
"a
virtuoso performance." Crane felt
that the Board of Higher Education
may have put pressure on Dungan to
defend the Board's proposed budget
for higher education — a budget that
requires restoration of almost $75
million cut from higher education in
the last two years.
Dungan said the cuts proposed by
Brendan T . Byrne's state budget for
next year would place an "undue
burden on individual students.”
According to Crane, Dungan is now
opposed to cutting enrollment at the
state colleges.
DUNGAN
ALSO
told
the
Committee that an increase of $100 a
year per student "might not be
inappropriate"
but opposed the
average increase of $250 a year
proposed by the Governor.
While
Dungan
spoke,
N JS A
representatives carried four green
mail bags with "Save Higher E d "
bumper stickers on them into the
Governor's office as a "symbolic

gesture." Stark felt that the project
was successful because of the
publicity it gained. Newspapers and
two television stations carried the
story.
However, the 4000 letters written
was some 56,000 short of Manny
C. Menendez, SG A President's, goal.
Menendez admitted the goal was
somewhat "idealistic" but felt that if
the other colleges got as many letters
as MSC (about 2000) his "realistic"
goal of 20-30,000 might have been
met.
M EN EN D EZ
ALSO
said that
many of the letters are being mailed
in. Over 400 letters came in by mail
for higher education the same day of
the Letter Dump.
One N JS A representative who
attended the department hearings
before the Committee noted that the
Legislators based many of their
observations and concerns on letters
they have been receiving for higher
education.
Crane said he was "surprised and
aghast" that Dungan virtually came
out and said that Byrne's proposed
budget for higher education was
unacceptable. "Dungan's starting to
bend. He really came out as higher
ed's advocate," Crane said.
Several
college
factions have
sharply criticized the Chancellor for
not taking a stronger stand for higher
education. T w o months ago at
Douglass College, Dungan told angry
students, "It's (the proposed budget
cuts) your problem - not m ine."
Friday, Dungan told the Committee
that higher education is "a problem
of all citizens, not just students."
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Datebookl

1C la s s ifie d
•

F E M A L E ORGANIST/sInger with
experience available for cocktail
lounge work or private parties.
For more Information, call Irene
744-9893.

TO D A Y , THURS., MARCH 25
H E IN E K E N P A R T Y . Sponsored by the College Life Union Board (C L U B )
Entertainment Committee. Student Center Ballroom, 8 pm. $1 with S G A ID .
C O N C E P T U A L A R T . Artist Roger Cutforth will show his films made
1973-76, figures in landscapes, dealing with the illusion of space and time.
Calcia Auditorium , 3-5 pm.
M E E T IN G / E L E C T IO N . Pi Gamma Mu. Student Center Meeting Room 3 ,4 -6
pm.
L E C T U R E . "George Washington: Problems of a Revolutionary General," by
Walter Krawiec. Presented by the Student Bicentennial Committee. Russ Hall
lounge, 8 pm.

F O R S A L E : 1974 Kawasaki 400,
two stroke. Excellent condition.
$775. Call 744-9889, Rick, room
1116.
EASY
M ONEY:
$2
for
participating In a 15 minute
psychology experiment. Contact
Jean 744-9105.

SAT., MAI^CH 27
M ASS. Sponsored by Newman Com m unity. Newman House, 6:30 pm.
B IC E N T E N N IA L D E M O N S T R A T IO N . Revival of nationally acclaimed
demonstration of physical education activities. Sponsored by the physical
education department. Panzer Gymnasium, 8 pm. $1-students; $2-others.

j
;;
;;
!!
!;

i;

F resn m an
or
S o p h o m o re
M TST o p e ra to r
needeii t o w o rk on

M ASS. Studio Theater, 11 am. Newman House, 7:30 pm.
T I C K E T S A L E S . For Doug Henning appearance. In the Student Center lobby,
1 0 a m -3 p m .
M E E T IN G . Music and Arts Organizations Committee (M A O C ) general
meeting. M A O C office, 5:15 pm.
M E E T IN G . Intervarsity Christian Fellowship. Th e Rev. Terry Davis will speak
on "Prayer in Y o u r Life." Student Center Meeting Room 1 ,7 pm.
M E E T IN G . T o organize a long-term Third World hunger project. Student
Center Meeting Room 1, 1 pm. All welcome.

TUES., MARCH 30
M E E T IN G . S G A Legislative meeting. Student Center Meeting Rooms 1 and 2,
4 pm. All students are invited to attend.
JE W E L R Y C R E A T IO N S . Free, custom designs for your jewelry. Student
Center first floor.

j

.

A M /FM stereo 8 track multiplex
car unit. Under dash unit with
lock mounts and four speakers.
Will install. Call George 667-2657.

.

..

Remember how they educated
Benjamin, the Graduate?

j!
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f
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THE
PAPERBACK
B O O K SHOP

WED., MARCH 31

S T U D E N T S P E C IA L IZ IN G
In
music teaching will give piano
lessons.
Beginners
welcome!
667-2375.

............................ .......................................................

;;

l^ ^ P A R T T I M E W O R i^ ^ ™
\ Fairfield area. If you have at
/
least one day/week free
1 and a car, CALLUS!
1 OMEGA TEMPS

C A T A C O M B . "A ro u n d the Fireplace," presented by the College Life Union
Board (C L U B ). Student Center third floor lounge, 8 pm.
F O R E N S IC S C L U B presents an evening of readings. Life Hall lounge, 8 pm.
Presented by Players. Free.
M A S TE R C L A S S . Kathryn Posin, instruction in dance. Presented by Dance
Club. College High School G ym , 7-10 pm. SG A -50 cents; others-$1.

F O R S A L E : Color tv, Motorola
19 Inch. Excellent condition.
Original cost — $400; first offer
of $200 gets It. Call 235-0574.

T Y P I N G : 7 Termpapers,
manuscripts,
resumes,
theses.
Expertly done on IBM executive
( typewriter.
Reasonable.
No
charge for paper or carbon. Call
256-6376.

SUN., MARCH 28
MON., MARCH 29

P R IV A T E T U T O R I N G available
for sciences and related fields.
Call Michele 759-7539 between 9
am-4 pm.

F O R S A L E : 6-foot-3-lnch Morey
Pope surfboard. Will support 140
pounds. $50. Call 335-7545 after
5:30 pm.

;
«|

M ONTCLARlON
Call 893-5169

F O R S A L E : 10 speed Rollfast
touring bike. Like new. Standard
handle bars. $60. Call 335-7545
after 5:30 pm.

L O S T : S M A L L cosmetic bag,
March 15. In Partridge Hall, Life
Hall or Studio Theater. JoA nn
Young 267-7399,

F O R S A L E : Six string acoustical
guitar with case. New. Good for
classical or folk. Call John
893-4103 days.

FRI., MARCH 26
B I C E N T E N N IA L D E M O N S T R A T IO N . Revival of nationally acclaimed
demonstration of physical education activities. Sponsored by the physical
education department. Panzer Gymnasium, 8 pm . $1-students, $2-others.
F IL M . " T h e Graduate," presented by the College Life Union Board (C L U B )
Cinema. Student Center Ballrooms, 9 pm. F R E E .
A P P L IC A T IO N S D U E . Residence Hall Federation reminds you to hand in
your Residence Hall application today, before 4:30 pm.

F O R S A L E : Large motorcycle
helmet with face shield. Good
condition.
$10.
Call
John
893-4103 days.

50,000 Paperbacks
in Stock!
A t the Five Corners!
580 Bloomfield Ave.,
Bloomfield, N J 07003
743-4740

So sure they were he would be
special.
Master petro-chemicals.
Someday become Plastic Man.
Learn the dry look from Shazam.
Did Benjle have a sister, Poly Ester?
You recall Synthetic Baby
Known today as Plastic Lady.
Parents, students, together we can
do
something
about
plastic
education in the composition
classroom. We are an organization
dedicated to fundamental reform
in writing instruction. We have
developed teaching techniques
tailored to the needs of students
of average writing potential. We
publish a magazine every other
month called The Fundamentalist
devoted to the problem and offer
instruction in composition by
correspondence
at
reasonable
rates. Send for a complimentary
issue of
The Fundamentalist
P O Box 3
Ramsey, l\IJ 07446

iMisiiiisisiiiniiHmiiHiiiiiuiiiisiiisisiiiiiiiisi

At THE
SNEAKER
FACTORY
$6.99

& up
We Want
Your Feet

Puma, Pro Keds,
Converse and Tretorn

DISCOUNT PRICES
on all major brands!

Tennis Equipment
Bicycles

525-3509
151 Union Blvd., Totowa
Mon.-Wed. 10-6
Thurs. & Fri. 10-9
Sat. 10-5:30

Photography Growth
Group presents

Car Wash
1 1 a m -5 p m

Last Call for a 19 year old Montclair
Sophomore to become a 21 year old
Army Officer.
For the next two years, you learn what it
takes to be an Army officer. You get the kind of
management and leadership experience that will
be an asset to you in any career, military or
civilian. You will earn an extra $100 a month up
to 20 months. And when you graduate, you will
have earned your college degree along with the
gold bars of an Army officer.
The Army offers college sophomores the
opportunity to earn an officer’s commission in two
years. The deadline for this year’s class is soon.

Apply now and once you are accepted for
the special two year program, you attend a six
w eeks’ summer camp, for which you’ll be paid
approximately $500. And that’s not all. You may
find yourself in the best physical condition you’ve
ever been in.
Then back to college and the Army R0TC
Advanced Course in the rail. If you’ve done
exceptionally well at camp, you may be heading
back to college with a full two-year scholarship.

(fit) The Am*y R O IC IWo-lfear Program
If this is the kind of challenge you are
looking for, you are the kind of student w e are
looking for.
Call Major Morgan,

763 - 307 C

*

T o m o rro w
In Back of Webster Hall
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Budget Cuts Won't
Hurt Summer School
By Helen Mosel ietto
This year's Summer Session will take place as scheduled for it is a
"self sustaining operation" and therefore will not be affected by
the recent state budget cuts, John H . Leffler, Assistant Director of
the Summer Session program, said.
Th e program is funded by the per credit tuition fee each
individual pays to enroll for the summer courses. Although the price
base is determined by the State Board of Higher Education and is
subject to change at any time, Leffler commented that this factor
was the only state involvement.
REGISTRATION BOOKLETS and forms should be available in
the Registrar's Office any time after Fri., April 9.
Mail registration will
be available to all matriculated
undergraduate and graduate students and Leffler encourages all
those eligible to register by mail so they may "get the best chance
for first selection of courses" which are not guaranteed. The
registration forms should be returned between April 19-30.
There are five sessions being offered including a daytime program
running from Mon., June 28 through Fri., Aug. 6 with classes
meeting Monday through Friday and an evening program running
from Mon., June 14 throughThurs., Aug. 5 with classes meeting on
Monday, Tuesday and Thursday.
ALSO. PRE-SUMMER sessions from Tu e., June 1 through Fri.,
June 11 and post-summer from Mon., Aug. 9 through Fri., Aug. 20
with classes meeting Monday through Friday and having longer class
periods will be held.
Finally there are short term programs offered. Th e time schedules
vary for each course.
In comparison to last year, there will be a 5% increase in total
number of course offerings. Leffler commented that the School of
Professional Arts and Sciences has a course increase from 103 to
120 and attributed this rise to the increased offerings in the
Department of Administrative Sciences.
A decrease is seen in the School of Educational and Com m unity
Services and Leffler said this was due to no other reason than the
fact that the number of short term and weekend courses was
decreased.
LEFFLER EXPLAINED that the number of course offerings,
teaching loads and professors' names are submitted to the Summer
Session office through the dean of each department and then an
agreement is reached as to the final course offerings.
He explained this is done as early as November so that, hopefully,
all will be finalized by the beginning of April.
Leffler felt there was no reason to "expect anything less" from
this year's Summer Session and he mentioned many special
programs are still being offered as compared to previous years.
THESE INCLUDE the Marine Science Consortium which consists
of field work at N J sea resorts, a 10 day stay at the N J State School
of Conservation in Stokes State Forest as part of a biology course, a
new music workshop and a Guidance Counselor Workshop offered
only to graduate students.

Traveling Time, Lottery
To Decide Dorm Space
By Janet Byrne
Dorm itory applicants who live
within 25 miles of the campus and
have not yet applied for dorm space
will automatically be placed on a
waiting
list,
John
Shearman,
Cooridinator of Housing, said Tuesday.
Enough students living 25 miles
beyond campus have applied over the
two week application acceptance
period that ends tomorrow, to fill
most of the 1375 dorm spaces
available. Shearman confirmed.
P O TEN TIAL DORM residents are
being placed on a waiting list
according to the distance they live
from campus as part of a revised
procedure
for
accepting
dorm
applications.
The change was made to avoid a
scramble similar to that which
occurred in March, 1975 when over
300 students crowded at once into
the Housing Office in Life Hall in an
attempt to insure themselves a space
in the dorms.
Shearman explained that this
year's waiting list will be determined
by distance and lottery rather than
by the time an application is
submitted.

IN AD D ITIO N , the housing
coordinator noted, dorm council
presidents and members of the
Residence Hall Federation will not be
given the "special consideration"

Construction o f Clove Rd. apartments

they were in previous years, by
recommendation of the Federation
itself.
"T h e y thought too many were
running for Federation just to get a
space in the dorms," Shearman
commented.
S h e a rm a n
mentioned
that
In te n tio n a l
C o m m u n ity
IV
applications were still available as of
Tuesday and described Intentional
Com m unity IV as six apartments on
Clove Rd. designated to replace
Chapin Hall.

THE LOSS of Chapin and hence
80 dorm spaces to the School of
Education, Shearman said, will be
more than restored by the Clove Rd.
a p a rtm e n ts ,
sch e du le d
for
completion in September.
Shearman
earmarked
a - $52
increase per person in dorm rent and
said apartment rent per individual

A lecture entitled " T h e Other Side
of Transcendental Meditation" (T M )
will be held on Tues., March 30 and
Wed., March 31 to discuss the
harmful aspects of T M as a religious
philosophy
and
a
meditation

technique.
Steve Espalma, chaplain of Chi
Alpha, the religious group at MSC
which is sponsoring the lecture,
explained the purpose of the lecture
as a revelation of the deceptive
tactics of the World Plan Executive

M O N TC L A R IO N /A n d re a Schweld
H E R E 'S S O M E M A IL F O R Y O U . G O V E R N O R B Y R N E : Letters are
"dum ped" In Governor Byrne's office as promised b y the New Jersey Student
Association.

Council (W PEC), the organization
which now propagates this technique
of meditation.
JOSEPHY D U FFY, a plaintiff in
the legal suit pending in court to stop
the teaching of T M in public schools
under the heading of Science of
Creative Intelligence and T M , is one
of the speakers at the lecture. Duffy
explained that he believed that the
claim of the propagators of T M that
it is purely secular, is false since the
works of Maharishi Mahesh Yogi,
who brought T M to the West are
based on the religion of Hinduism.
Duffy noted that in his book The
Science of Being and A r t o f Living,
Maharishi claims that T M should be
made available to people through the
agencies of government. Duffy noted
that the recent allocation of over
$21,000 by the Department of
Health,
Education
and
Welfare
(H E W ) to teach high school teachers
to teach T M is in direct conflict with
the
first ammendment of the
Constitution.
Harvey Friedman, a T M teacher at
the Montclair headquarters for T M ,
stated that followers of Maharishi in
the United States have taken T M out
of the context of religion. Friedman
said that the 1 million followers of
T M in the United States view it as a
systematic procedure for allowing the

SHEARMAN SAID exceptions to
the "beyond 25 mile" guideline were
made in cases where one or two
members of a group of four applying
for space in the Clove Rd. apartments
lived within that limit.
The reason for the exceptions, he
clarified, was that acceptance was by
group, instead of by individual
application.
Students will reportedly receive
notice of dorm and apartment
acceptance or non-acceptance April 2
or 3.

Seminar Explores
Rape Problem
By Snaron Beron

Sexual Assault and Rape Analysis
(S A R A ) branch in Newark. The
G lo r ia
M u rp h y ,
Assistant
program includes the Essex County
Prosecutor
for
Essex
County,
Prosecutor's Office, the Newark
presented a shockingly aware account
Police Department
and united,
of the hushed issue "R a p e ," last
government funded hospitals.
Wednesday in the Bohn Hall lounge.
Centering her discussion around
The lecture was one of a four-part
the rape of students, children, adults
series of topics "interesting to
and the elderly, she branched off to
wom en," Cathy M cAvuic, a Resident
mention rape within marriage, gang
Assistant (R A ) at Webster Hall, said.
rape and
double rape. Safety
Working towards the completion of
precautions and methodology of
her R A project she indicated that
dealing with a possible assailant were
"the events would fit in well with
also covered.
International Women's Year."
Murphy stressed the importance of
MURPHY IS in charge of the
reporting the issue to the police
stating, "I think it is time women
stopped
being embarrassed and
feeling guilty over an attack. A
response of this kind only plays into
the hands of the rapist, allowing a
similar recurrence to your person or
mind to rest rather than a religious
someone else.
ideology.
"A YEAR ago a very serious rape
FRIEDMAN NOTED that T M is
took place in the quarry parking lot
approached in public schools as a
of MSC, in which one student was
science which studies the human
attacked by two men. Refusing to go
brain in the same way that physics
to the police, the victim had the
and psychology are taught. He
terrifying experience of meeting her
defined people who see the teaching
attackers for a brutal beating two
of T M in public schools as an
weeks later," Murphy said.
abridgment of the first amendment as
"fanatics."
P sy è h o lo g ic a lly
sp e a k in g,
"Although men tend to fantasize
Brooks
Alexander,
a former
about rape, only abnormal males can
meditator from Berkely, California,
actually carry out the pervèrse act,"
will also speak on the harmful effects
she said. "Rape is the worst kind of
of T M at the lecture.
crime. It does not deal directly with
Espalma said that Chi Alpha is
sexual desire, as much as it involves
sponsoring the TM lecture because of
psychotic
men
who
hold
a
the large success of the T M
deep-seated hatred for wom en," she
movement in the area and the lack of
continued.
information on the subject. He cited
Discussing specific cases, Murphy
the English translation of the puja, a
said that "most victims believe they
hymn of worship which is recited by
will die. However, those who report
the teacher before meditation, as an
the crime tend to heal faster from the
example of something which is not
emotional shock.
revealed to the ordinary initiatev
" If confronted with the situation,
A C C O R D IN G T O Espalma, the
try to keep a distance between the
puja is a Hindu poem of worship and
stranger and yourself," she said.
is in direct conflict with Christian
"D o n 't allow an unknown person in
religions and Judaism.
the direct realm of your orbit. If,
Th e Tues., March 30 lecture will
however, there is no possible out and
be held at 10 am in meeting rooms 1
no one is in hearing distance, do not
and 2 in the Student Center, and the
resist, for your life will be in further
Wed., March 31 lecture is scheduled
jeopardy."
for 8 pm in Student Center Ballroom
A.

Lecture to Question Benefits of TM
By Irene McKnight

will be the same, $832, added to an
electric
bill
per
person
of
approximately $42 for nine months.
The cost of each meal plan.
Shearman estimated, will rise $16.
The 20 meals per week plan is "not
expected
to exceed" $320 per
semester, 15 meals, $288 and 10
meals, $272.
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Grant$ Available

♦
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A n y faculty member (or student, as it may apply) interested in
applying for any of the grants below, and wanting additional
information, should contact Ralph Ferrara Director, College
Development, or Janice Green, Graduate Assistant, at ext. 4332.

ART
Deadline - May 15

»
*
*

»
*
*
*
*
*
*
»
♦
*

«
*
*

»
*
*
*
♦
♦
*
*

»
*
*
4

A
*
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National Endowm ent for the Arts
"Media Studies Program" Matching grants will be made to educational
Institutions and other organizations to invite professional filmmakers
and/or video artists of national reputation who do not normally
support themselves by teaching for short term stays to Instruct,
influence and stimulate students, faculty and the general public while
practicing their professions. Institutions select the artist(s) of their
choice and work out a mutually acceptable schedule of activities.

EDUCATIONDeadline- April 20
Deadline - April 20
The BP W Foundation
"Load Fund for Women In Graduate Engineering Studies" The fund
will provide loans to women who have been accepted for graduate
degree programs or graduate-level courses of study at schools accredited
by the Engineers’ Council for Professional Development. Loans may be
from $500 to $2,000 for an academic year. Tu ition and feels are
covered.

SCIENCE
Deadline - Mpril 12
National Science Foundation
"Women In Science Program" The objective of the Women in Science
Program is to develop and test methods to attract women and retain
them In scientific careers. A t this time three experimental mechanisms
have been selected for development: 1. Visiting Women Scientists
Project, 2. Science Career Workshops, 3. Science Career Facilitation
Projects.

FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
Deadline - May 15

$
$
*
$
*
*
*
♦
*
»
*
*
»
*
*
*

Alliance of Jewish Student Organizations
announces its first annual

“WEEKEND
RETREAT”

»
*
*
*
$
*
*
*
♦
♦
*
*
»
♦
*
*
*
*
4
*
*
*
»
*
*

Fri., April 30- Sun., May 2
YM-YWHA Camping Center
Milford, Pa.
Transportation will be provided.
For further information call: JSU 893-5280
Jewish Student Services 642-1911

Co-sponsors:

JSU of MSC, Rutgers/New ark, Upsala College,

Drew University and NJIT.

>

Bryn Mawr College and H E R S , M id-Atlantic
"Sum mer Institute for Women in Higher Education Administration"
The Summer Institute is designed for professional women in higher
education, both faculty and staff, who wish to prepare themselves for
further administrative responsibilities which require both the effective
and creative use of existing talent and the acquisition of new skills. The
Program extends from Ju ly 4 through July 31, 1976.

JSO of Kean College and Union County College.

*
*
4

JSA of William Paterson State College.

^
*
4
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Lectures
presents

DOUG
HENNING
of

“The Magic

Elusion and Reality:
A Magical Experience
Mon., April 19

8 pm

Memorial Auditorium
Admission: $1.50 s g a i d $2.50
<

Tickets on sale week of March 29
in Student Center Lobby.
A Class One Organization o f the SGA.

others
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Plan Bicentennial Program

Phys Ed Students to Demonstrate Skills
By Joanne Swanson
An old-fathioned bathing suit
exhibition and a modern day street
hockey game will be pert of the
Physical
Education
Department's
demonstration this weekend in honor
of the notion's Bicentennial.
According to Hazel Wacker, head
of the department, each segment of
the program, "Activities Then and
N o w ,” has a historical thread woven
through it.
"W E H A V E a real Bicentennial
atmosphere in the department and
the students are approaching the
project with revolutionary zeal," she
said.
Wacker stated that the program
has two specific goals. It will expose
the skills of the students and the
work of the department as well as
celebrate the Bicentennial.
The students will demonstrate
their skills in the areas of gymnastics,
dance, games and sports. In addition
there will be a segment on modern
recreational games.
ACCORDING TO Wacker, the
program will provide an opportunity
for the department's students to
exhibit their skills to the college
community and the general public.
She
said
that
she
expects
superintendents
of
schools' and
directors of city systems to attend.
This will enable them to see the
"extensive and quality programs of
the department," she said.

She stressed that the purpose of
the show wes not entertainment but
instead a demonstration of "good
physical education."
She continued to say that she
hopes the demonstration will show
the public what good physical
education is. She explained that most
people know sports but she hopes
they will see that physical education
is the basis of sports.
TH E
E N T IR E
show
has a
"Bicentennial flavor" according to
Wacker. Each activity is appropriate
to the Bicentennial theme.
Th e
gymnastics
program,
in
addition to including the present day
synchronized parallel bar routine,
tumbling,
vaulting,
group floor
exercise, uneven bars and balance
beam, will also have an old-fashioned
demonstration
of exercise with
wooden dumbells.
Th e dance segment will take the
audience through 200 years of
American history, according' to
Wacker. It will start with an Indian
dance and progress to the minuet,
waltz and recreational and social
dances including the charleston,
jitterbug, twist and hustle. Following
this will be folk and square dance,
jazz and aerobics.
TH E GAMES and sports section
will include the old, new and
women's basketball games, the Indian
two ball game and a series of
vignettes which will give a historical

look at sports attire and equipment
then and now, according to Wacker.
The program will conclude with
the modern recreationel games of
street hockey, skateboarding, frisbees
and other outdoor activities. Wacker
explained that one part will include
outward bound, a program of survival

in the outdoors.
This year's program is a revival of
the
"highly
acclaimed
physical
education demonstrations of the past
at M S C ," according to Wacker. The
last show was presented in 1968 but
the shows were stopped when the
school became more sports oriented.

She stated that a similar program was
presented for the N J tercentenary in
1964.
The performances will be staged
on Fri., March 26 and Sat., March 27
at 8 pm. Tickets are available from
the Physical Education Department
at $2 for adults and $1 for students.

Service Frat Taking Pledges
By Susan McGinley
Getting stuffed into a telephone booth, swallowing
gold fish or doing other sorts of crazy things have
become associated with fraternity initiations. But at
Alpha Phi Omega, the national service fraternity on
campus, these forms of hazing are all in the past now.
According to Val McDaniel, second Vice President
and Pledge Master of A P O , "T h e men of A P O have
decided that hazing serves no purpose to our
organization. We've found that the present day
student won't tolerate hazing, so we are modernizing
our hazing process.

"OUR PLEDGE periods have become a learning
process for the pledgers and for the brothers. Th e y get
to know about us and we get to know about them ,"
he said.
McDaniel explained that during the three weeks of
pledging the pledgers are expected to learn about the
national history of APO and the chapter's history.
Each pledger is required to wear a tie and an armband
that says A P O . When addressing one of the brothers,
the pledger must refer to him as 'M r.' or 'sir.' Besides
having to learn the Greek alphabet and all the
members' names, the pledgers have to compose a
biography on each member of the frat without asking
that particular brother about himself.

On the service side of the fraternity, each pledger
class must vote on a service project to do for the
campus and one for the fraternity. After the three
week pledge period the new members must be voted in
by the brothers, McDaniel continued.
DOUG MOORE, an A P O member for the past year,
explained what they look for in a new brother. "We
look for guys who show interest in the fraternity and
most of all if they have the right attitude. We are a
service fraternity so we are looking for guys who will
be willing to get involved in campus and fraternity
activities," he said.
APO operates the used bookstore on campus and
also returns lost articles to students. Th e S G A has
recently proclaimed the AP O office, located in the
lobby of Memorial Auditorium , as the official campus
"Lo st and Found."
APO continuously does service projects. During
March they are holding a clothing drive for a needy
parish in Newark. The drop off centers for the drive
are at the A P O office or in the Student Center lobby.
Th e brothers of APO are preparing for their most
important project of the semester, the blood drive
which will take place Mon., April 26 in the Student
Center.
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M useum Shows MSC's 'Jeannine'
Bv Nina Lacv
A portrait of an MSC professor is
on exhibit in the Montclair Art
Museum. Its value is about $4000.
Jeannine
Barrett,
Associate
Professor of English, was painted in
1973 by Warner Groshans.
There is a lovely harmony between
her face, the ornaments she wears
and in the very air that surrounds
her. Groshans sees life in the
motionless body.
B a rre tt's
figure
has
an
overpowering presence, even more
accentuated by the delicate flowers
of different colors and shapes painted
on her dress with attentive detail.
The dress is vivid blue with orange,
light
blue and
yellow flowers
surrounded by green leaves. T o the
artist the dress is only part of the
woman; it is a symbol of her delicacy
and her refinement and sets off her
face, blending the natural with the
human form.
He also added the detail of a pearl
earring to her precisely painted ear
and a delicate gold chain to her neck.
Her black hair has a shiny and
silky quality. It curls at the side of
her ear and in the back of her head
makes a turn in a strong decisive
movement.
EVEN THOUGH she seems not to
be aware of the viewer's presence,
there is a delightful sense of warmth
that radiates from the exotic color of
her skin; there is also a sense of
mystery that communicates deep
human feelings. Th e artist followed
the pensive mood of the model.
Werner
Groshans
became
a
National Academician in 1967.

One might state that he is a realist
whose w ork ranges from a certain
form of surrealism (rendering of
dreams and the subconscious) in his
magical
fantasies
and
dream
landscapes to realism in his portraits.
M.
Victor
Alper,
Assistant
Professor of English at M SC, wrote
an informative introduction to the
catalogue for the Montclair A rt
Museum.
Th e
most
powerful
anti-war
protest is painted in "M other and
C h ild" (1960). This painting received
an award at the National Academy of
Design. Here Groshans deplores the
inhumanity of war and the pathetic
situation of its victims portrayed by
an abandoned infant against a dead
woman and a dead boy.
Werner Groshans was born in
Germany in 1913 and came to the
U SA in 1927. Th e essential quality of
Groshans’ work is the expression of
his intense humanity.
"SUN BATHERS II" (1967-68). A
nude female sunbather is separated
by a tall, massive wail from a lonely
figure in the background. Th e
textured brick wall in contrast to the
smooth
remote
human
bodies
suggests isolation, estrangement and
alienation.
Here, Groshans' sense of color is
expressed through the texture of the
brick wall. Th e shades of the
sun-yellow color vary. There is an
interesting pattern of shadows that
form grey lines on a yellow surface.
"Catskill Landscape" (1969). A
magic moment of nature is presented
here. There is a lonely black dog, a
lonely green tree and a line of

isolated houses. Th e artist places
them on a vibrant yellow grass
against a background of misty
mountains and blue sky.
In "Still Life with Sku ll" (1952)
the painter juxtaposes objects in
order to create great impact to his
work. There is a sculpture of a crying
child, a nail on the wall, a piece of
furniture and a large human skull. It
is a reminder of death - a "momento
m ori."
THE ECHOES of the South and
the feelings of repression and again
death
are
portrayed
in
"T h e
Southern
Landscape" (1965). A
crossbar, a life preserver, a cow’s
skull and a rusty chain are symbols of
crucifixion.
Groshans was invited to exhibit at
the
Whitney
Museum
Ainual
E x h ib it io n
of
Contemporary
American .Painting (1948,1949).> The
M e tro p o lita n
Museum
Show,
"Am erican Painting T o d a y " included
his work (1950).
He was also
represented at the Metropolitan in
the "Am erican Watercolors, Drawings
and Prints" exhibit (1952).
"Still
Life with Skull (1952) was shown at
the Whitney Museum (I953).
A t " T h e Continuing Tradition of
Realism
in
American A r t "
at
Hirschl-Adler Galleries (1962), his
work was next to the paintings of
Shahn, Hopper, Soyer and Wyeth. He
is also represented by the Babcock
Galleries in New York C ity. Groshans
lives in Weehawken, N .J.
Th e exhibit is open to the public
Tuesday through Saturday from 10
am - 5 pm and on Sundays from 2 5:30 pm.

O V E R P O W E R IN G D E L I C A C Y : Portrait o f Jeannine Barret, M SC Associate
Professor o f English, was painted in 1973 b y artist Werner Groshans. Valued at
$4000, the painting is on display at the Montclair A r t Museum. It is part o f a
collection b y Groshans which has been exhibited at such places as the
Metropolitan Museum o f A rt.
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MAOC
presents

THE WAVERLY
CONSORT

Michael Jaffee, director
in

Las Cantigas de Santa Maria
(by arrangement with Harold Shaw)

Mon., March 29

8 pm

Memorial Auditorium
Admission:

$2.50 SGA ID

$5 Others

Tickets on sale in Studio 34 in Music building.
A Class One Organization of the SGA.
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Stuart's Hammer:A*«*«*!*
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Band Rocks the R a f
B y A m y Kroll

Stuart's Hammer has come out of
the basement after a year's practice
and hard work and have brought with
them an eclectic blend of American,
British and jazz influenced music.
They got a chance to show off their
talent last Monday night when they
played at the Rathskeller.
The six-man band was just setting
up at 7:30 — positioning amplifiers
and instruments, stretching wires to
outlets across the pub - as the crowd
began to stagger in piecemeal. A t 9
pm they were ready to start. "We're
Stuart's Hammer I " shouted vocalist
John Placko.

THE PUB patrons, at first curious,
began to tap their feet and nod their
heads to the music. There was no

time for applause as the band jumped
right into "Puissant Pullet.” "Sunrise
Misty Morning" brought an energetic
round of applause and by the time
Stuart’s Hammer began to play
"Hearts and Minds" people were
hooting and whistling.
By this time a little showmanship
was in order. "N o w we're going to do
a song about a deviant," the impishly
cocky Jordan Chassan, informal
spokesman for the band, announced.
" I see I have some people's attention
but not everybody's," he continued
b e fo re
launching
into
an
intentionally frenzied monologue.
"H e y ! Heyl Shut up! We're gonna do
a song now, all right? I mean, jeez.
Okay. And if anyone wants to heckle
me go right ahead. Come o n ," he

An Interview with Jordan Chassan and /Hike Insetta

goaded, "heckle me. Okay. You're
not so big after all. Okay. Now we're
gonna do a song called 'Sniper.' One,
two, one, two, three, f o u r ... " and a
wave of hard rock floated out over
the crowd.
By the beginning of the second set
the " R a t" was packed to capacity
and a long line wound its way out the
door and around the corner. The
people inside were in the party spirit
even
before
Stuart's
Hammer
extended an invitation to do the
"Shingaling” or the "Scoobie Doobie
D o o ." They started the set with
''E v e r y b o d y 's
Depraved,"
a
tongue-in-cheek glimpse back to the
music
of
1965.
"Everybody's
depraved and we are too," sang
ii

humorous but talented vocalist John
Placko, "It's in fashion today. It's
only my point of view ."

SOME OF their other songs
included "Poverty Beach," a musical
trip to a beach in Cape May,
"Hawaiian Holiday," a continuation
of the same trip and " T h e Factory
Song," a comment on the problem of
unemployment.
Th e band was in fine form with
Placko doing most of the vocal work
along with Chassan, Mike Insetta and
To m
Cartwright.
Chassan
(lead
guitar) was elegantly clownish while
Insetta
(bass)
and
Cartwright
(rhythm guitar and mandolin) played
a cool, but competent backup. Steve

Evers (piano, and keyboard) and
Steve
Pelligrino
(drums)
came
through strongly even though almost
buried behind equipment.
By the end of the second set the
crowd was whistling and shouting for
an encore. In a minute Stuart's
Hammer was back to wrap it up with
two more songs.
L IS T E N IN G T O their music one
couldn't help but feel reminiscent of
the Beatles as well as the Kinks and
other groups. There's definitely a
heavy British influence, more so than
anything else. Stuart's Hammer has
taken a variety of styles and
synthesized them into their own
original sound: weird but good.

a t* >

A M Y K R O L L : How did you pick the name Stuart’s Hammer?
JO R D A N C H A S S A N : Th e usual band routine. We had ah these names, a
million names but none of them seemed to fit. I was reading this book,
"Stuart Little " by E.B. White and there were a few passages refer ing to this
little hammer.
A K : When did Stuart's Hammer get started?
M IK E I N S E T T A : Last March. There was a big party last year at Stone Hall
and we got together and jammed.
A K ' How would you describe your music?
JC : We do nutso music. We have a couple of phrases we like in the band like
'perfectly normal' and 'nuts.' It's a combination of perfectly normal and nuts
music.
A K : I know you do all original music. Do you think it might help you in
terms of making money or making a name to do other people's music, songs
everyone knows?
JC : It may sound somewhat pretentious but we're more interested in the art
than the money. T o do unoriginal songs would be to compromise.
A K : What are your favorite groups?
M l: Beatles.
. .A K : What gr.pups have you been influenced by primarily?
JC : I personally in my writing have been influenced by a lot of people: Ray
Davies of the Kinks — I think he's an incredible lyricist — Robbie Robertson of
The Band, Lennon, Harrison and McCartney — they're all geniuses. Also
Byrds, Burrito's, Fleetwood Mac, Steve Miller.
M l: Everybody in the band has definite influences.
A K : What goes into making a band — is it mostly practice and discipline or
a lot of partying and good times?
JC : It's no partying, none. With some bands it's partying but with this band,
boy, it's slave away.
M l: We've been in the basement for the past year.
JC : Yeah, we've spent more hours, you know, going over the second stanza
of a certain new song we're working on or something like that. It's a hell of a
lot of work. That's a misconception that people have, I think. That's an
important point.
M l: Partying may be after practice but you have to keep the two separate.
A K : When you're working out a new song do you do it collectively or as
individuals?
JC : You have to see how you sound with everybody else, that's the whole
thing. You can't just play a million notes. That new song we've been working
on, ‘Sunrise Misty Morning,' Mike had this beautiful, elaborate bassline and we
were trying to work the song out but it turned out that the bassline was just
too complex. We had too much stuff going on in the song. But everybody got
a chance to show off their musicianship and if you listen to each thing
individually you say, boy, that's really good. But the point is, as a whole unit,
it didn't mesh so we had to start all over.
A K : Do you have everything worked out before you start playing or is it
pretty much spontaneous?
JC : Well, it's alwaysspontaneousbut we have the songs worked out the way
we're going to play them. When it becomes m y turn to ad lib I'll play different
stuff than I played at the practice previously. Our stage routine is totally
spontaneous.
M l: We try to make the audience feel they're on the same level as us, not
like we're gods or something.
JC : I'm usually the one who does most of the talking. I get up there and say
whatever's on m y mind. I work myself into a fervor. Once you get a little bit
of the audience on your side it spreads, you know.
A K : What do you do to get the audience into your music?
JC : I just talk to them, make little remarks and things like that. When
you're doing all original music people aren't too anxious to clap. You've got to
let them know it's all right. There's a whole psychology behind it.
A K : Where have you played?
M l: We haven't played out much yet. We've just started to play out.
JC : We've played at C.B.G .B's and T ru d y Heller's in the city, Ramepo, the
Rat, Chapin Hall. Some of us play at the Suburban Lounge on Thursday
nights.
A K : How much do you make for a gig or does it vary?
JC : Yeah, it varies a lot depending on where we play. Sometimes we only
make $25 or $30 apiece, it depends.
A K : Have your audiences been receptive to your music, I mean, have you
ever had to deal with any kind of rejection?
JC : No, never. I guess we've been lucky so far.

M O N T C L A R lO N / Jo h n Kalli
R O C K IN ' T H E R A T : Stuart's Hammer, consisting in part of present and former M SC students, played last night in the
Rathskeller. Pictured from left to right are Tom Cartwright, John Placko, Jordan Chassan and Mike Insetta. N o t
pictured are Steve Evers!piano) and Steve Pelligrino(drums).___________________________________
_______

A lliance of Jewish Student Organizations

presents

D IS C O I I
Sat., March 27
8:30 pm
Adm ission $2
YM-YWHA o f Metropolitan NJ
760 Northfield Ave.
West Orange
Featuring live band, DJ, punch and refreshments!
Co-sponsors:

JSU o f MSC, Rutgers/Newark, Upsala College,

Drew University and NJIT. JSO o f Kean College and
Union County College. JSA o f William Paterson State College.
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Consumer News

Put a $ Charge in Your Hair
By Sharon Makatenas
Electrical energy is an integral part
of the present American life style. Its
uses are infinite, touching on
practically every facet o f our lives.
Even curling irons have become quite
the mode for setting hair. Although
they seem like the newest item on
the market, they are by no means an
original idea.
The technique of using heat to curl
hair was developed in 1875 by a
French hairdresser named Marcel
Grateau (Consumer’s Research Magazine
December .1974).
. His curling
irons were simple plier-like affairs

which consisted of a simple steel rod
with a tapered point (called a prong),
a steel leg which was curved along its
width (called a grove) and fitted
snugly against the prong when the
iron was closed and handles. Early
Marcel irons were heated on stoves.
To test the iron’s readiness for
curling hair, a piece o f tissue paper
was placed in the iron; if it scorched,
the iron was too hot.
PROGRESS OF CURLING IRONS
Electric curling irons were in
existence as early as the Twenties but
fell out of use for a time. They were
reintroduced in 1962. The early

electric irons were little more than
old-style
Marcel
irons
with
electrically heated prongs. The
curling irons of today have come a
long way. Most o f them are either
thermostatically controlled or are
designed so that they do not heat
above a certain safe temperature.
Another feature found today is the
non-stick finish on the groove and
prong of many brands. This prevents
even spray set hair from sticking to
the iron.
An important optional feature
now offered is steam or mist. By
incorporating steam into the curling
process the life o f the hair is
prolonged in that it doesn’t dry it out
as much as dry heat.

Carl Silvestri

Dorm Policy
Makes Progress
The new system for the rental o f dorm space this year is very
progressive.
A “ first come first served” system is too open to unfairness. If
you happen to wake up late or if you have something planned on the
day you’re supposed to register for your dorm, your chances of
reserving space were impossible. If any of you remember last year’s
registration period, you remember the pushing and you know the
frustration. It’s worse than add-drop course registration.
This year, thanks to a group of Dorm Federation students, the
inequities of previous years are lessened by prolonged registration. A
lottery has replaced the crowds. The less pushy student has a chance.
While chances for getting into an apartment may be more
equitable, they are by no means better. Chapin Hall, which
previously housed the “Chapin Community Project,” is now an
administration building. The 300 dorm spaces in the new Clove Rd.
apartments must absorb the 80 dorm space losses of Chapin Hall.
The Chapin community, which has always been popular with
students, will now be reduced despite the demand. Only six
apartments will be used for this purpose. That means only about 24
students.
With the Clove Rd. apartments, we’re not really talking about any
new or expanded options forstudents(unless, of course, you consider
paying your own gas and electric an option.) At least you have a
better chance of getting nearby housing.

Congratulations,
WMSC
WMSC should be complimented for their diligent and
professional coverage of Tuesday night’s strike threat.
The station was on the air throughout the night, ready to present
late breaking strike news.
This is the type of coverage we should learn to expect from our
electronics media.
Newspapers can present a more complete version of the news but
there is little doubt that radio and television are quicker.
As part of its strike coverage, WMSC planned hook-ups with
Rutgers, Trenton State College, Glassboro State College, William
Paterson College and Kean College.
All this took a lot of planning and hard work, work that almost
always goes unnoticed and unappreciated.
Even though the MONTCLARION had no doubt that a strike
would not take place, like WMSC, we were ready.
This is one of the good things about the media, regardless of the
situation and despite the criticism received, it’s always ready.
Those who work to inform have a difficult task but an important
one.

Budget Woes
All year long there has been talk that a graduated state income tax would be
the answer to save higher education in the State of New Jersey.
So we cheered, rallied and wrote for an income tax. The state assembly
passed its version o f a progressive income tax calling for an estimated $800
million in revenues. About half o f that sum will go to fund the Thorough and
Efficient Act which was mandated by the State Supreme Court. Money from
the package will go to municipalities in a form o f revenue sharing. Other
monies will provide property tax relief.
TOTAL AMOUNT GOING TO HIGHER EDUCATION: ZERO;
WE’VE BEEN HAD!,
Ralph Dungan, Chancellor o f Higher Education, appeared before the Joint
Appropriations Committee and asked for more funds for higher education.
He said that a 6% increase in the budget is the minimum needed to keep
higher education at the same level it is now.
Dungan also rejected the $250 tuition increase outlined in the Governor’s
budget. He stated that he would not ask to raise tuition to cover the 6%
increase.
MORE MONEY-INCREASED REVENUE
Dungan tried to explain to the Legislators that for every $100 increase in
tuition at the State college level, $5 million is generated in gross revenues.
When asked if a $100 increase would be inappropriate he replied, “ $100 is
not inappropriate, however everyone has to share in the price.”
Where the money will come from is the inescapable question. The Joint
Appropriations Committee only decides how to spend money,not find it.
WHERE TO FIND MONEY
There’s some talk that a 1% increase in the sales tax would solve some
problems. The Governor has already indicated that he would approve such a
measure.
So far th at’s just talk from a few liberal, free spending Democrats. It would
be difficult to explain to the taxpayers of this State the need for an income
tax and an increase in the sales tax.
FORD’S GENEROUS, CONGRESS UNSURE
The Federal government may come through with about $30 million in
revenue sharing. T hat’s what President Ford wants; however, the normally big
spending Democratic Congress has been reluctant to grant the move.
Realistically, the chances for a major restoration of the budget cuts are slim.
The only certain thing seems to be an increase in tuition and declining quality
in higher education.
WE’VE BEEN HAD!

CURLING IRONS VS. ELECTRIC
CURLERS
Although curling irons have gained
a wide acceptance, users of electric
rollers still swear by their appliances.
The majority of Americans are
constantly on the go and don’t want
to stand in front of a mirror curling
their hair one curl at a time. The time
required for each curl is only
eight - 30 seconds, the whole head
only requiring approximately five
minutes to set. Yet some people
would rather plug in 12 or 24 electric
rollers, roll their hair, do something
else while the heat is working, then
remove the rollers.
DIFFERENCE, MONEY
The major difference between
these two methods is money. A set of
24 electric rollers requires 400 watts
of electricity to heat, while a curling
iron requires only 40 watts. This is a
substantial difference taking into
account the tremendous cost of
electricity today. With a little
practice, patience and care a curling
iron can produce results comparable
to electric rollers at a fraction of the
cost with no sacrificing of the quality
of your hairstyle.

'GO GET HIM.CHAMP— WE'VE GOTA STRATEG/ AND ITS WORKING!'
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Soapbox

Racist
To the Editor:
There has been so much in the
MONTCLARION recently about
Lucinda Long that I thought the
following information about her
would be of special interest.
Long, as we know, is running for
the office of President o f the
American Federation o f Teachers
(AFT). Long has stated to me that
she was in favor of the United
Nations vote against Israel, declaring
that “ Zionism is a form o f racism.”
She too believes that Zionism is a
form of racism.
She is entitled to her opinion, o f
course. And under what is still left of
the rights and principles of academic
freedom currently under attack by
what has been going on in Trenton,
she has the absolute right to state and
defend her opinion, in and out o f
class.
But do MSC faculty members
really want for their AFT President,
someone who backs the Arabs’
horrifying lie that “ Zionism is a form
o f racism?”
Theodore Price, PhD
Assistant Professor o f English/Advisor,
JS U
I Editors Note: Due to the uncertainty |
! o f the A F T elections at the tim e o / j
• publication, Ms. Long has been given j
I the opportunity to respond to Mr. J
I Price’s remarks. __ ______ ___ ______ |

Accusation
To the Editor:
I protest the publication of
Theodore Price, Assistant Professor
of English’s dishonest attack upon
me, Lucinda Long. Such journalism
tends only to encourage the kind of
smear tactics Price’s letter represents.
It can serve only those who wish to
avoid or to undermine any open
discussion of the crucial issues facing
the AFT.
Neither 1 nor any other candidate
has any “position” on Israel and
Zionism. These are not issues in this
campaign, any more than euthanasia,
detente or other topics o f current
concern essentially unrelated to
higher education.
Price’s letter is a cover-up. If he
were really interested in making
Zionism a campaign issue, he would
at least have polled all candidates
opinions. Additionally, he would
have
written
some
statement
explaining to Unit members precisely
how he believes a candidate’s
position on Zionism is a significant
issue. Thirdly, he would have joined
the Union and so be able to vote in
the election and affect the outcome
in an honest way.
Price has done none of these.
Clearly, like all other Unit members,
he too does not really care what my
or any other candidate’s opinions on
this subject are.

Sparks Response

THEN WHY HAS HE WRITTEN
HIS LETTER?
In accusing me o f anti-semitism,
Price is trying to “radical” - bait me,
in the best McCarthyite tradition. He
wants to associate me spuriously with
the racist Soviet and Arab regimes
which provoked the UN resolution
on racism.
This is uncomfortably similar to
the tactics used by my opponent.
Marco Lacatena has been calling me a
“ radical” behind my back since
before the campaign began. Marco
has never dared to do this in public.
He knows, as I do, that the faculty
and staff o f MSC would reject such
unprincipled ‘tactics’ in disgust.
Marco has issued no position
papers and has refused to discuss the
campaign publicly. He says he is
running on his “record.” But this is
false. In fact, he has no confidence in
his record, which is poor.
Price’s letter must be seen in this
context. Marco has tried to create a
climate where my “radicalism” is the
major issue in the election. Price’s
letter is just an example o f the kind
o f political debate Marco is trying to
stir up at MSC.
My experience in campaigning is
that this, so far, has had little effect
upon Unit members at MSC. I urge
all AFT’ers to reject this kind of
thing on your ballot in the Union

election by voting me for President
of the AFT.
Lucinda Long
Assistant Professor/Political Science

urged to contact me at 278-5685
after 5 pm.
Harry A . Emma
Political Science/77

To the Editor:
Within the Democratic Party there
is confusion and a lot of disgust. The
long liberal domination of the party
may end this year with the
nomination of
a
conservative
candidate. We cannot let this happen.
Morris Udall is the only viable liberal
left in the field. The other liberal
candidates are falling by the wayside
and if we don’t rally to support Udall
we
will
soon
find ourselves
supporting an unacceptable candidate
in order to preserve party unity.
Udall opposed the war in Vietnam.
He disclosed his personal finances a
decade before Watergate. He wrote
th e law used to prosecute many
W atergate
participants.
Udall
challenged the strangle-hold of giant
oil companies, supported every job
program
Gerald
Ford
vetoed,
championed civil rights all his life and
sponsored the Tax Justice Act. The
name Udall is virtually synonmous
with environment.
Help make Udall our President. He
may be a long-shot — but he is all the
liberal wing has left. An organization
must be started here at MSC to
preserve the liberal interests. Anyone
interested in working for Udall is

To the Editor:
The
Fine
Arts Council in
cooperation with the SGA will
present their second juried art show
from March 29 to April 2 in
Ballrooms B and C of the Student
Center. The show will open on
Monday at 9 am with a reception
that evening from 6-8 pm.
Patti Cioffi, MSC undergraduate
and President of the Fine Arts
Council, envisions this show to be an
even greater success than the first one
held last November.
All of the entries will be
professionally judged on the basis of
aesthetic values to determine whether
or not they have a place in the show.
Certificates of merit will be
awarded to the top three pieces in
each of the five judged areas of art,
with a $100 prize to the best of the
show, a $50 prize for second place
and a $25 prize for third place from a
selection of about 15 pieces.
Cioffi would like to thank
everyone who participated in last
year’s show and welcomes all new
entrants from both graduate and
undergraduate levels at MSC.
Barbara Schueler
Graduate Student
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Fogelberg Shines
By Lyoia De Fretos
One of the finest examples of
talent
and
showmanship
was
displayed by country-rock artist Dan
Fogelberg on March 20 at Passaic's
Capitol Theater. Fogelberg divided
his performance, first playing a solo
acoustic set on guitar and piano then
returning
for
a
combination
acoustic/electric portion with his
backup band Fool’s Gold.
Appropriately enough Fool's Gold
opened the show preparing the
audience with a set of country-rock
songs. Th e group has just recorded
their own album due for release this
month and they proved that they can
stand on their own as a fine rock
band. Their sound is similar in part to
the earlier works of the Eagles.
Jackson Browne and even some of
Fogelberg’s style is reflected in their
performance.
FOGELBERG'S VOICE was well
recovered from the tonsillectomy he
recently had as well as the flu he
suffered from earlier on this tour. His
vocal range in itself is incredible, his
voice is deep and he generally uses a
husky,
raspy
style.
However,
Fogelberg can also hit the very high
notes as well as all of the ones in the

middle. During his solo set his voice
was quieter and more intimate than
when he was joined by his six-man
band. He had to amplify his volume
and tone to match the two guitarists,
pianist, drummer, pedal steel player
and bongo player.
Th e variety of material ranging
from the soft, poignant " T o the
Morning”
to
the
hard-driving,
pulsating rocker "A s the Raven
Flies" were all handled superbly by
Fogelberg with perfect precision and
timing. The selection and order of
songs was obviously carefully chosen
with an equal number from each of
his three albums including his current
LP Captured A n g e l.
Although
not an exceptional
guitarist Fogelberg was good at both
acoustic and electric playing. Even
his solo during "A s the Raven Flies”
was interesting and not boring as
most usually are. His piano work was
also impressive particularly on the
delicate intricacies of " T o
the
Morning" and the bitter "N ext
Tim e ." Fogelberg is also a capable
composer as well as an excellent
all-around musician. His lyrics are
sensitive and mostly deal with
self-reflective thoughts on love and

life. One of his songs, a soothing
ballad entitled "Th e re ’s a Place in the
World For a Gambler," was recently
used on a televised special on the
Olympics.
TH E LYRICS are particularly
touching in their sentiment and the
song was more than an appropriate
choice to end the night. It was
mesmerizing
seeing
the
entire
audience on their feet singing the
chorus along with Fogelberg. This
was unquestionably the highlight of
the concert with a general feeling of
warmth and understanding being
shared between the performer and his
audience. "There's a light in the
depths of your darkness/There's a
calm
at
the
eye
of
every
storm/There's a light in the depths of
your darkness/Let it shine/Oh, Let it
shine."
In the two and a half hours he
p e rfo rm e d
Fogelberg
played
something for everyone. From such
co u n try -fla v o re d
favorites
as
"A n yw a y I Love Y o u " and "Morning
S k y " through his most popular single
"Part of the Plan" and even to the
hard rock strains of "These Days”
there was a consistent flow of energy
and
powerful
musical
ability
displayed.
Performing alone or with his band
Fogelberg was always in control but
never demanding full attention. It
was obvious he enjoyed the rapport
with the audience as well as the
interaction on stage with the band.
Although it has taken a long time
for Fogelberg to reach stardom the
clim b has been worthwhile. It is nice
to see someone so successful who still
enjoys performing and recognizes his
success stems from the people who
pay to see him. Fogelberg gave the
audience an enjoyable, rewarding
night of spirit-raising music and he
too got some enjoyment in return.

L E T I T S H IN E : Country-rock performer Dan Fogelberg played to a sold out
crowd at the Capitol Theater in Passaic on March 20.

presents

Dance Festival

appearance.

AN

ENVIRONM ENTAL

dance

named
"Lo st
H orizion "
was
choreographed by Emery Herman
who is a guest teacher here. Herman
is
a
professional
dancer
and
choreographer and his number is
unique in the manner in which
Herman employs the use of the space
on stage.

"A u ras," designed by Roberts
herself, centers around a chess game.
Different dancers on stage reflect the
concept of energy involved in the
game. Th e original score for this
number was invented by Ting Ho
from the music department
Another piece choreographed by
Roberts is the finale "Rags," which is
being presented in its reset version
for the first time. Roberts was
originally commissioned by the New
Y o rk state council to choreograph a
number for the Dance Uptown. The
piece involves a suite of five separate
dances.
Other works being presented by
students are two numbers by Andy
Gianetti, "Manger de I'Orange" and
"W aiting;"
a
ja z z -t y p e
improvisational
piece by Chuck
Butler, "A u n t Tillie's Hello;" Joan
Cansdale's “ Seascape," a work all
about the sounds of the sea with
music by Emerson, Lake and Palmer
and a serious solo, " In My R oom ,"
by Carol Bassinger.
In the presentation there are some
surprises in store but an overall
evening of graceful dancing combined
with some new perspectives can be
guaranteed to those who will attend
the festival.

—

By Scott Garside

Since the trend for releasing "greatest hits" and "best o f" albums
began midway through last year, a landslide of those types of
collections have been shuffled to the market. It is difficult to
stipulate whether this is for better or for worse but it is impossible
to accept the validity of a large number of these packages.
T w o of the biggest offenders of the "best o f" nature are Genesis
and Uriah Heep whose respective collections are of little or no
artistic value.
Best of Genesis
(Buddah BDS 5659-2) is a
specially priced deal where the record buyer is given two records for
the price of one. Although this appears to be a good buy,
particularly for the listener who doesn't have any of the group’s
previous works, it is still profit-based and contains little artistic
appeal since the material is all rehashings of earlier releases.
URIAH HEEP'S single record entitled Best of Uriah
Heep
(Mercury SRM -1-1070) is even more inconsequential although at
least this band has had a few minor chart hits giving the album some
degree of significance. Songs such as "Easy Livin',” "Sweet
Lorraine" and "Lo o k at Yourself" penetrated the American pop
charts at one time and while these "hits" may be crusty with age, it
is always pleasant to hear them again all on the same record. But is .
it worth the $6.98, the usual price tacked on to records nowadays?
On the other hand, there are a tew other collections of this nature
which, although not completely insignificant, are lacking in what
one would coin as "h it material." These include Jethro Tu ll's
M U -The Best o f Jethro Tu ll (Chrysalis C H R 1078) and The Best
of Carly Simon (E L E K T R A 7E-1048) which contain some hits but
also depend heavily upon an overflow of album material.
M U -Th e Best o f Jethro Tu ll (critics are still trying to decipher
the " M U " ) contains exactly two " h it" singles. The rest of the
material is a collection of some of the band's most overlooked
material. It becomes clear while listening to the album why most of
this has been overlooked — a "best o f" album with only 20% of the
songs actually being hits is a rather poor indication. Even the'
remixed version of "Locom otive Breath," which has recently been
released as a single, is lacking in potential.
CARLY SIMON'S disc fares better where a good 80% of its
contents have been established on the charts throughout the past
five years. Th e only two cuts which were never released with the
intent of commercial success are "(W e Have) N o Secrets" anc
"N ight O w l." But taking this in stride, there are still better
non-singles that would fit more appropriately into this otherwise
adequate album. T w o of her finest songs, "T h e Love's Still G r o w ln " '
written by Buzzy Linhart and her own "Waited T o o Long" would
be the perfect replacements for the aforementioned.
Thus, essentially the record market is being flooded with
"greatest hits" and "best o f" collections that fail to satisfy the
criteria for their very existence. In many cases the songs included do
not represent the artists' best work.
____

Special Affairs

M O N T C L A R lO N /TIm Costello

Th e
Major Theater Series
is
sponsoring a dance festival which will
be held Fri., March 26 and Sat.,
March 27 in Memorial Auditorium .
The show will consist of nine
different works, four which are
choreographed by faculty members,
the remaining five are under the
direction of students.
In an interview prior to a dress
rehearsal Linda Roberts, Assistant
Professor
of
dance
in
the
speech/theater department described
some of the works. Th e opening
piece
is
a
number
entitled
"M andala," which was staged by
Patricia Nave, also a dance instructor
at M SC. This work concentrates on
the dedication of space in relation to
the dancer. Th e entire piece is done
in silence with all four of the dancers
on stage dressed in basic white to
further
emphasize
their
spacial

Greatest Hits
Lacks Validity

OeFretos

Spring Ball
Thurs., M ay 6

BID S

$26
^
couple

Watch for upcoming announcements
about the sale of bids!
(Don’t spend all your money in Daytona!)
___________ A Class One Organization o f the SGA!
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Garcia C uts
Finest D isc

Soundtracks Excel

By Mike Finnegan

T w o recent recordings brilliantly
emphasize the importance of the
orchestrator to the musical stage and
films.

By Scott Garside

Although the la»t Grateful Dead album, Blues for Allah, was
basically a commercial success despite its lack of what one would
consider as being commercial material, it was still soaked in poverty
from an artistic viewpoint.
Contrarily, the new solo album by the Dead’s lead guitarist,
vocalist and most prolific songwriter, Jerry Garcia, is a fine
collection of originals and borrowed tunes which quickly disproves
any of. the negative criticism he has received as a result of his liaison
with the Dead. "Reflections" (Round R X -L A 5 6 5 -G ) is undoubtedly
the best and most creative of Garcia’s three solo efforts and stands
up well to any of the Dead’s recent albums.
" M IG H T A S W ell," one of the most commerical tracks, serves as
the album opener. Featuring Garcia on vocals, lead guitar and organ,
stylistically, it lies within the realm of the Dead's music without
straying very far from the group's sound. Categorically, one would
call it laid-back rock and roll. The harmony vocals in the chorus are
provided by Bob Weir and Donna Jean Godchaux while her
husband, Keith, is credited as keyboardist throughout much of the
album. Garcia's guitar work shines on this track as it is more coarse
and lacks the fluidity that has become his trademark.
"Mission in the R ain," like "Might As Well," is a Garcia/Robert
Hunter collaboration. This song is the perfect contrast to its
predecessor as the pace is slowed down from moderately fast to
moderately slow. Garcia's vocal work is strong and generally, his
voice is stronger on "Reflections" than it has been in a long while.
As usual, the guitar work is impeccable as he creates an ethereal
atmosphere with his timely solos and the mellow interplay between
guitar and the keyboards provided by Nicky Hopkins, John Kahn
and Larry Knechtel.
Allen Toussaint's " I'll Take a Melody" is one of the most melodic
cuts and is essentially one of the more inspirational things contained
on "Reflections." Layers of keyboards sustain the melody line as
Garcia's guitar work supplements the elegance of the pianos, organ
and synthesizers. Being the record's longest track — lasting for more
than nine minutes — "M e lo d y" affords to Garcia the opportunity to
slow down the tempo, thus giving it the graceful movement it
possesses.
T H E M O S T ambitious track on the album is Hank Ballard's "To re
Up Over Y o u ," a standard rock and roll song with a basic three«
chord structure, in this case C , F and G . The vocals and guitar work
by Garcia and the dual pianos of Hopkins and Knechtel give it the
energy and impact it should have. This combination of guitar and
pounding piano echoes some of Keith Richards' and Hopkins' earlier
work with the Rolling Stones. "To re Up Over Y o u " is another
potential hit single.

* * A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ' * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * *

Although "Reflections" may not be an appropriate title for this
endeavor since this album does not "reflect" anything, it's
undoubtedly one of the finest efforts to come from any member of
the Dead family.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Jonathan
Tunick's
generally
excellent arrangements of the score
of
the Broadway musical Pacific
Overtures entrance with peerless
understatement in the original cast
recording (R C A A R L 1-1367), while
the keynote of Leonard Rosenman's
arrangements of the film Barry
Lyndon is sumptuousness in the
original soundtrack album (Warner
Bros. BS 2903).
O F C O U R S E , Pacific Overtures is
blessed by a superlative assortment of
Stephen Sondheim songs as well as
well as an attractive package and an
enclosed libretto to examine the
lyrics at close length. But Tu nick’s
touches cap the album.
T u n ic k
has
devised
an
individualistic Japanese "sound" for
the numbers, written around a
storyline cbncerning Commodore
Matthew Perry's visit to Japan in
1853
and that island empire's
subsequent
westernization.
The
"sound" is like the show, a synthesis
of Japanese and musical theater
styles. Tunick arranges woodwinds
and Japanese percussion instruments
along
with
usual
orchestra
instruments, especially the violin and
xylophone, to great thematic effect.
F or example, an act two number,
" A Bowler H at," shows an Oriental's
increasing
western
materialism
through successive vignettes showing
him acquiring more possessions. The
flute and violin build liltingly on the
man’s optimistic verse until he sings
the line "O n e must keep moving with
the times" and both instruments
descend on ironic, rueful chords.
T H E F L U T E in "There Is No
Other W ay" and the violin of "Pretty
La dy" piercingly underscore the tone
of melancholy that runs throughout
' the show and other numbers beat
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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EXHIBITIONISTS H
student artists o f MSC

M on., March 29—
Fri., April 2
9 am- 8 pm
Student Center
Ballrooms B and C

Artists’ Reception
Mon., March 29 6 pm-?
Admission:
Free!
Many works fo r sale.
An SGA event!
******************************************
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with a rhythmic percussion pulse to
m om e nts
of
comedy
and
exhilaration.
Th e
cast
performs
with
a
spontaneous gusto although Mako as
the reciter tends to maintain too
gruff a voice on occasion. The lyric
sheet is a welcome asset to follow the
company with. But if many of the
songs trail through one's mind after
hearing
Pacific Overtures
it is
more than likely that not only
composer-lyricist Sondheim's skills
are the reason but also arranger
Tunick's as well.
Rosenman tries to do aurally with
the
classical
music
of
Barry
Lyndon
what director Stanley
Kubrick accomplishes visually with
the film — portray a sense of period
texture.
P IEC ES
BY
Handel,
Mozart,
Schubert and Vivaldi are scored fully
with a legion of instruments to effect
a sound panorama, omnipresent like
the film's scenic grandeur. Each
violin solo drips with the feeling of
soulful desperation that the story of
the ill-fated 19th century rogue
unravels on the screen.

Just as Tu nick employed authentic
Japanese musicians and instruments,
Rosenman has made good use of the

Chieftains,
an
authentic
lri,h
instrumental folk-music group, to
convey
Barry's
"predestination'
toward a bad end.
Th e group's rendition of "Women
of Ireland" fitfully captures a homey
Irish feeling right from the beginning
in which a violin chord is sustained
from note to note like the lilting
cascade of a leaf tossed by wind, like
the film's protagonist. Even in a
reprise performed on a harp, the
effect of being blown by the wind is
nicely sustained.
Even the themes requiring less
than a full orchestral complement are
served
up
with
cellos
and
harpsichords for a cold, chamber
music effect. In fact, though the
music comes from composers of
v a rio u s
n a tio n a litie s ,
their
atmospheric serving makes them
seem like all of one piece.
With such talented orchestrators at
w ork,
the
original
cast/film
soundtrack
record
genre
will
continue for some time.

You can win Academy Award Night!
w m s c is giving away 5 a lb u m s for

selecting the Oscar winner In the
following categories
B E S T P IC T U R E

_____ Nashville
_____ Dog D ay Afternoon
_____Barry Lyndon
_____ Jaws
_____One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest
B E S T D IR E C T O R

_____ Robert Altm an (Nashville)
_____Sidney Lum et (D og D a y Afternoon)
„

Stanley Kubrick (Barry L yn d o n )

_____Federico Fellini (Amarcord)
_____ Milos Forman (Cuckoo's Nest)
BEST ACTO R :
------- Jack Nicholson (Cuckoo's Nest)
------- A I Pacino (Dog D a y Afternoon)
------- Walter Matthau (Sunshine Boys)

S

I

' ------- Maximillian Schell (Man in the Glass Booth)
------- James Whitmore (Give 'em Hell Harry)
BEST AC TR ESS:

____ Ann-Margaret (T o m m y )
_____Louise Fletcher (Cuckoo's Nest)
_____Isabel A d jo n i (Story o f Adele H )
_____Carol Kane (Hester Street)
_____Glenda Jackson (Hedda)
B E S T SUP. A C T O R :

_____George Burns (Sunshine Boys)
------- Brad D ourif (Cuckoo's Nest)
_____ Burgess Meredith (D ay o f Locusts)
------- Chris Sarandon (Dog D ay Afternoon)
_____Jack Warden (Shampoo)
B E S T SUP. A C T R E S S :

_____L ily Tomlin (Nashville)
____ Ronee Blakley (Nashville)
_____Lee Grant (Shampoo)
_____Brenda Vaccaro (Once is N o t Enough)
_____ Sylvia Miles (Farewell M y Lovely)
BEST SONG:

_____H o w Lu cky Can You Get (Fu n ny Lady)
_____ Theme from Mahogany
_____ Richard's Window (Other Side o f Mountain)
_____ N o w That We're in Love (Whiffs)
_____ I'm Easy (Nashville)
Check your selections and drop this blank off at WMSC on the
4th floor of the Student Center before Monday, March 29th.
The winner will be drawn from entries with the most
correct answers.
Members of W M SC and the S G A legislature, and their
families, are not eligible.
Fill in the Form :
N a m e _______________________________________________________
Address______________________________________________________
Phone________________________________________________________
H N I I I H I H U lH iy U lH I I H lI ilU I I H I H I ilU U I I I I I H M lI I I I U I I I I I I H I I I I I illllllllllllllim ilin ilH I I I I t lllllll
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Nicholson Leads The Race

By Mike Finnegan

So bring on the Academy Awards
already. Some of the obvious twists
and turns that surfaced in this year's
nominations simply deflated much of
the suspense tht should have been
generated for . the 48th annual
presentations in Hollywood next
Mon., March 29, to be telecast on
A B C -tv, Channel 7 at 10 pm.
For instance, that this would be
the year for Jack Nicholson's best
actor win has been obvious since the
November release of One Flew over
the Cuckoo's Nest. But to rub it in
by
nominating
such
low-keyed
competition as James Whitmore and
Maximillian Schell against him just
seems to grind it in.
ONLY AL Pacino (Dog Day
Afternoon) and for sentimental value
Walter Matthau (Th e Sunshine Boys)
will add any spice to that race.
Nicholson's and Pacino's fans can all
argue until their faces turn blue; it's
time for Nicholson, after 10 years of
one Hollywood " B " movie after
another, to win recognition.
When one ,looks at the best actress
roster, no shining candidate stands
above the rest, unless... take one
more look at Louise Fletcher of One
Flew over the Cuckoo's Nest and
ask yourself what she's doing there.
In any healthy year for film actresses,
her role of Nurse Ratched would be
relegated to the supporting actress
category. N ow do you have any idea
who's going to win?
Isabelle Adjani (Th e Story of
Adele H. and Carol Kane (Hester
Street), whoever heard of them? And
a third Oscar for Glenda Jackson

(Hedda)? No way. The only other
competitor here is Ann-Margaret of
To m m y but the film was such a
screechy, schlocky mess that it's an
uphill climb.
IF
THE actor and actress
switchery is evident, the supporting
actor manipulation is blatant. T o
relegate co-star George Burns to the
supporting actor race practically
proclaims to the world the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences'
intentions — no way will. Burns leave
those ceremonies without a statuette.
That's a sad comment on the
"im partiality" of awards, not because
Burns is unworthy of an award for
his superb portrait of an aged
vaudevillian but because the very
manipulation of placing a star in the
wrong competition to guarantee the
award seems very unfair.
A wiser award for continued
quality work in films would be to
Burgess Meredith, terrific as the
father in The D ay o f the Locust. But
no award would probably have a
chance or be as "beloved" as one to
Burns.
THE
SUPPORTING
actress
competition is the only one that
hangs in limbo because all the
nominees are worthy and there's a
sense of balance and satisfaction
about the quintet chosen. Lee Grant
(Shampoo)
and
Sylvia
Miles
(Farewell, M y Love ly) are previously
nominated
veterans
who
are
consistently well received.
Lily Tom lin and Ronee Blakley,
both debuters in Nashville, gave
surprisingly exciting performances to
stand out in a capable ensemble.

Perhaps Brenda Vaccaro (Jacqueline
Susann's Once Is N o t Enough), as
likeable a performer as she is, seems a
bit out of place. Oddsmakers give
Grant and Tom lin the leading edge
but a win by any of these ledies
would be eminently satisfying.
Other categories don't present
strong problems for predictors: John

Alcott's marvelous photography for
Barry Lynd on should be cited, Dede
Allen’s editing of Jaws should cut e
swatch to Oscar and The Hldenburg
will float away with any special
effects awards beyond the ones it's
already copped.
Th e picture and direction award
will probably go to either One Flew

over the Cuckoo's Nest or Nashville.
the latter being a more intelligent
choice, the former probably being
the safer bet.
So it'll be the less flamboyant
categories that will afford the greater
suspense this year rather than those
that post their winners, misplaced to
begin with, on neon signs.

Arts Poll

A L L / W A N T IS M Y O S C A R : Both Jack Nicholson and Louise Fletcher
should walk away with the honors for their excellent acting in "One Flew
Over the Cuckoo's N e s t " Other contenders include A l Pacino for "D og Day
A fte rn o o n "a n d Ann-Margaret for " T o m m y ."
I

presents

■!

I III

I

I-

Due to an increase in staff,
the arts department is trying
to
categorize
its
special
limitations in accordance with
the interest of the student
body. T o do this as quickly
and as accurately as possible,
we
have constructed the
following poll consisting of
four choices. Th e poll will run
for two
weeks and the
completed
forms can be
d ro p p e d
off
in
the
M O N T C L A R IO N
o ffice
located on the fourth floor of
the Student Center. We would
appreciate your participation
in numbering the following
from one to four with one
being the highest. We thank
you
for your time
and
cooperation.
Concerts ______
Movies______
Plays
______
Records______

IN »

“A Festival of

Theatrical Experiences”
WED., MARCH 31 :

Evening c
Readings by the Forensics Club
Life Hall Lounge Admission: Free
A Condition of
8 pm
Admission: $1.50

APRIL 2: Edgar Allen Poe
Shadow” by Jerry
Memorial Auditorium

Call Players (Ext.5159) Monday-Friday 11 am-2 pm
for more information.
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MSC Lacrosse Team Optimistic
By To n y Cafiero
A t this year's edition of M SC't
Lacrosse team begins preparing itself
for the long road to the conference
championship, which has eluded
them for the past two seasons, one
has to wonder how they could miss
this time.
"W e're looking forward to a
successful season with our midfield
being depended upon to supply the
brunt of the attack," head coach
Glen Brown, who has compiled a 9-3
Conference record in his two years as
Indian coach after taking over a team
that never finished above .500,
explained.
NOW IN his third season as top
man, Brown is ready to make his
move.
"We lost plenty of offensive punch
to graduation," Brown said, referring
to a trio of players, namely T im
Flynn, Craig Heinz and Richard
Keller, who together registered 29
points last season. Also lost were Ian
Foreman and goalie Dean W itty.
Losing the dependable W itty in
goal could hurt the Tribe, but being
installed in his place is second-year
man T o n y Carlino who played in
relief of W itty last season and
according to the coach is "looking
good in goal and improving every
da y."
SPEARHEADING TH E
Indian
attack is Jeff Rosenberg, selected
All-League
last
season
(Knickerbocker Conference) as he led

the Tribe in scoring with 19 points.
Rejoining
Rosenberg
is
fellow
attackman Joe DeSimone, small in
stature, high on guts. With the loss of
Keller to graduation. Brown plans to
fill out the line with either Warren
Degnaro or Rich Bertoncin, both big
in size.
Th e pivotal mid-fielders position
consists of a mixture of experienced,
rugged veterans and two highly
touted rookies. Th e experience is
held
by
the
high-spirited,
All-Knickerbocker
selection
Guy
Anello who Brown says, "has the
hardest shot on the team." Other
veterans include the hard-working
duo George Strunk and Roger
Stehlin.
Th e two freshman "middies"
arriving on the scene are Bob
Gillespie from Clark and Bob Bel
Bruno of Clifton.

"THESE

PROMISING men add

SPEAKING OF valuable assets, the
Indians have one that no other team
in the league can boast of.
"We are fortunate to have Jim
Beshaw, Keith Manara and Ed
McBrunie who I consider to be the
best defensive unit in the league,"

particular will be sorely

missed for he

was

one

of

the

more aggressive Indians.
intimidation is a big part of
lacrosse, as it is in hockey and a
player who isn't afraid to throw his
weight around is a valuable asset to a
team.

The season opens on the road this
Wednesday, March 31, against Marist
College.
Th e
Indians
10 game
schedule will be climaxed on May 7
in what could prove to be the
championship game against Kean
State College.

MAOC
presents

The Am erican
Brass Quintet

strength to our mid-field, they're
both fast, have good quickness and
reflexes," Brown said.
Th e overall strength of this year's
mid-field appears to lie in the ability
of these two newcomers to take up
the slack left by Flynn and Heinz.
Flynn in

Brown proudly exclaimed.
One of the finest performers in the
league is the explosive three-time
All-Knickerbocker selection Beshaw.
Together with Manara and McBurnie,
, this trio should provide adequate
protection for Carlino in goal.

m a

Master Class
Mon., March 2 9

1 pm - 2 :3 0 pm

Student Center Ballroom A

Admission:

25 cents

SGA ID

$ 2 Others

mm

T ickets on sa le a t th e d oor.
A Class One Organization of the SGA!

f a tree falls in the forest
and there’s no one there,
who are you going to drink
your Cuervo with?

Looking for ADVENTURE?
How about a GREAT TIME?
Well, team up with a bunch o f great
guys!

BE WITH THE BEST!
Join the dynamic organization o f

ALPHA KAPPA
PSI,
th e

ONLY national

m

e n ’s

professional business fraternity on campus!
V
JO S E C U E R V O * TE Q U IL A , go PRÒOF
IM P O R TED A N D B O T T L E D B Y C 1975. H E U B LE IN , INC . H A R TFO R D , CONN

Contact: Bill Geronimo

744-9673
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Can Anybody Here Beat The
By Al Barton
Can the king be dethroned? Can
MSC, the New Jersey State College
Athletic Conference baseball champs
the last three years running, finally
be overtaken?
Standouts such as Danny Dunn,
Stu Richter and Gary Banta are gone.
The dreaded pitching duo of Rich
Waller and Paul Mirabella is a thing of
the past. Is this the year that the rest
of the N JS C A C catches up?
SPRING
FEVER, a curious
ailment
that
afflicts
baseball
managers annually, has broken out
throughout the state. Conference
schools are even talking in terms of a
balanced pennant race complete with
excitement.
There are other changes. Ramapo
College has been admitted to the
N JS C A C making for a seven team
circuit. Just one or tw o upsets on a
bad day can spell disaster in a 12
game race.
For the first time ever five of the
conference schools are going south

for spring training. Th e sunshine of
Florida can do wonders for a baseball
team especially If the competition is
forced to train in New Jersey's
unpredictable March climate. In years
past MSC has had a jum p on most of
the conference in this regard but no
longer.

ACCORDING
TO
conference
coaches, the race shapes up as a
b a ttle
betw een
MSC
and
pitching-strong
Glassboro
State
College. Jeff Albies' young William
Paterson Pioneers may still be a year
away and rate as a darkhorse. If
Trenton State gets some hitting they
could challenge while Jersey City
State, Kean and Ramapo figure to
bring up the rear.
The outlook:
GLASSBORO STATE
Pitching seems to be the name of
the game at Glassboro. Coach Mike
Briglia feels he has no less than ten
pitchers to whom he can give the
ball.
Leading

the

way

is

senior

rig h th a n d e r
Dan
Corradetti.
Corradetti was 5-1 a year ago and
fanned 43 batters in 39 innings.
Among the other hurlers Briglia can
call on are T o m Jensik (a transfer
from Mercer County College), Bill
Wesesin
and
Ridgefield
Park
freshman standout Matt M cArow.
If the Profs, second place finishers
a year ago, can get some hitting from
the likes of catcher Dom Antonini,
first baseman Joe Leucarrin and
rightfielder Rich Lancellotti, they
could take all the marbles in 1976.

WILLIAM PATERSON
" T h e league has balanced ou t,"
Pioneer coach Abies proclaims.
"M S C still has the team to beat but if
we can be more consistent we'll be a
threat."
Pitching could be a problem for
WPC. Th e pioneers were hurt when
sophomore Hal Hermanns was lost
for the season with a broken leg.
Since standout righthander To m
Kraljic
(transfer from M SC) is
ineligible until the fall, southpaw
Brad Hill and Steve Bertolero will

have to shoulder the brunt of the
pitching load.
Albies has some fine hitters to call
on. Mike lacabino, an outfielder a
year ago has switched to catcher but
still swings a heavy bat. Other threats
include third baseman Bob Swetitis,
rightfielder Joe Korinko and transfer
Mike Gaffney.

By Joan Rizzio

sprinting this year. Brow n, w ho set a

new college record last year by
running the 100 yard dash in 11.4
seconds, was defeated in only one
race last season.
JUNIOR C A TH Y Dwyer, captain
of the team, will run the quarter mile
and sophomore Marsha Fitzgerald
will run the 220 and the quarter mile.
Fitzgerald will also lend strong
support to the mile relay.
Ellie Decker, a sophomore, will
run the track and according to
Schleede, she is "a key pivotal
performer with a lot of potential."
Also returning from last year is
sophomore Dalthea Brown who
specialized In the hurdles and the
javelin.
T w o potentially strong scorers are
seen in newcomers Patty LaRose, a
sophomore who concentrates on long
jumping and sprinting and Joanne
Helm, a freshman, who leans towards
the throwing events. Thelma Douglas,
a freshman, will also lend her support
in the field.

ROOKIE DISTANCE runners this
season are freshman Ellen Thom pson,
whose services will be greatly needed
in the twomile run, Carol Van Norden
and junior Sue Gasparini.

This year the Squaws' season,
which opens at home on April 9
against Hunter College and Lehman,
will be a more trying one. Their
schedule has expanded to eight
dual-meet or tri-meet opponents
including strong teams in Rutgers
University, Southern Connecticut
State and Tem ple Universtiy. Th e
Squaws are also looking towards the
regionals at Penn State on April 23
and 24, the Maryland Invitational
Tournament pn May 2 and the New
Jersey state meet, a first this year, on
May 8.
" T h e girls are anxious to have a
winning season," Schleede said. The
team finished with an overall record
of 2-3 last year.
" T o me, a winning season is
immaterial," she continued. " I only
ask that the girls do their best and I
look
for
improved
individual
performance. Participating in this
sport should be an educational and
learning
experience
more
than
anything else."
" I'd rather have 15 girls who are
constantly improving and a losing
season than five outstanding girls and
a winning season," she added.

The new kids on the block are the
Roadrunners. The prevailing attitude
of the school up north is to break
even the first year.
Helping Ramapo break even is a
pitching staff of Diego Ruies, Frank
Martensen and John Marchese. The
Roadrunners leading batsmen are
Norman Tahan and Joe Douglas.

TR EN TON STATE
"M S C has talent, but now they're
back to everyone's class," states Lion
coach Gary Hindley.
Hindley is optimistic when he
looks at the experienced pitching staff.
All-conference
selection
Charlie
Morgan is back as well as Bob Jester
and Bob Graham.
"Pitching will keep us in games,"
Hindley said.
When the talk turns to hitting
Hindley is not on such certain terms.
He feels that the attack has been
inconsistent but with returnees such
as infielders Bill Arrata and To m
Pilleo and outfielders To m Biers and
Len Tripode things will work out.

Squaws Have Long Way To Go
Th e MSC women's track and field
team is beginning the spring season
with a long upward climb.
Th e squad has suffered greatly
thus far due to 10 defections from
last year's team. Th e varied reasons
for these departures were individual
choices, other interest, transfers and
student teaching. Last year
Joan
Schleede, who is starting her ninth
year as coach, began building a team
that would be strong for this year but
the losses have since left the Squaws
a
young,
inexperienced
and
unbalanced team.
"OF THOSE 10 defections, eight
were consistent scorers," commented
Schleede. " In order to have a winning
season you have to have quite a
balanced team and to have a balanced
team I need more diversification,"
she added.
Most of the team is now composed
of freshmen and sophomores and
although many starters are gone,
several cosistent ones still remain.
Linda Brown and Terry McDonald,
both
sophomores, will continue

RAMAPO

KEAN
"We have a funny type of team,"
Squire coach Rich Bakker comments.
"We don't have overpowering hitting
so we'll have to run well, play good
defense and get strong pitching."
Translated, this means that Kean
has lefty Bob Guerrio. Guerrio has
had an E R A under two the last two
years and is joined by vets Jerry
Kupchak
and
Bob
Ostrum.
Offensively
Kean
boasts
Jim
Riccitelli (.478 in 1974) and a slew
of question marks.
" I t could be anyone's race, " says
Bakker. Mark up another case of
spring fever.

Applications
for the

resident
assistants

1976-1977

are due
Fri., March 26
4 :3 0 pm in the
Life Hall Housing
office
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Newcomers to Aid
MSC Golf Team
By Bob Scherer
It is normal for the onset of spring
to breed optimism. But for MSC's
golf team, the optimism it possesses
this spring is not normal — it's far
greater and with good reason.
Th e return from last season of four
out of six starters and a promising
crop of six newcomers are the causes
of the positiveness that is running
strong for a successful spring on the
links.
"W E E X P E C T to definitely have a
better season than last year," beamed
coach Jerry DeRosa, referring to the
mediocre record of 6-6 last season.
"The re will be a lot of competition
for starting spots because the
newcomers have been playing equal
to or better than the veterans."
Those newcomers are freshmen
Bruce Chamberlain, Glen Logan,
T o m DeMattia and T o m Bruno,
sophomore To m Horton and junior
Joe Gucker. Th e six will be
competing with senior captain Garry
Haverland, juniors Fred Tom czyck
and Ted Gresch and sophomore Dave
Stevenson, all returnees but by no
means secure in a starting position on
the six-man lineup.
Among the freshman sensations,
Chamberlain has been one of the
most impressive.
" B R U C E IS one of the longest
hitters we have ever had,” DeRosa
boasted.

competition on the squad fierce for
the starting spots.
" I think the increased competition
will in itself contribute to lower
scores during matches," he analyzed.
DEROSA ALSO spoke highly of
freshman DeMattia and Logan.
" T o m DeMattia has gorilla-like
power, sometimes hitting an iron as
long as 230 yards and Glen Logan has
deceptive power," the coach lauded.
Captain Garry Haverland, last
season's number one golfer might be
the most optimistic of all.
"WE HAVE a lot of players out
for the team and if the new players
develop we stand as good a chance as
anyone of taking the state college
golf champoinship," he offered.
Haverland, who posted the lowest
score of any other player on the team
last year when he shot a 74 against
Seton Hall, was described by DeRosa

Big Fred T o m czy ck , the number
four man last year, sees MSC's depth
as a key to the upcoming season.

"IN MY three years here, this is
the best looking team I have ever
seen as far as potential is concerned
and with a lot of good depth we
should be secure at all six positions,"
Tom czyck surmised.
Turning
to
his own
game,
Tom czyck said, " I hope to be more
consistent this season but it shouldn't
be to hard to improve over last year
when I did not golf as well as I had
hoped to ."
Unlike
past
springs,
MSC's
linksmen will not travel to Florida
this year to participate in practice
matches with other Florida college
teams but even the absence of this
luxury has hidden benefits according
to DeRosa.

"WE ARE better off not going
south than if we did because we have
been playing in the same temperature
in practice as we will have to play in
during our first few matches instead
of returning from 90 degree weather
to 50 degrees," the ever-talkative
coach pointed out.

T h e West Orange resident

has been turning in scores in the
mid-seventies during recent practice
rounds.
Chamberlain pointed out the
advantage he foresees with the

as "m ore consistent this year and a
hard worker who has groomed his
long-game swing."

Haverland added a touch of humor
regarding no Florida trip.

Jerry DeRosa

Expects better season

"Since we're not going to Florida,
we would like to take our vacation at

Sports Quiz
1. What college basketball team won the N C A A and the N I T in
the same year?
2. Besides Russia and Canada what two countries have won
Olym pic gold medals in hockey?
3. What N B A player won the Rookie of the Year Award and the
M VP in the same season?
4. What major league baseball manager won pennants in the same
city with two different teams?
5. This season the Montreal Canadiens are closing in on the N H L
records for the most points in one season. Who holds it?
6. W H O won the A F L , W H A , and A B A championships in each
league's initial season?
7. Tw o World Series heave been played entirely in one stadium.
Name the cities, stadiums and the teams.
— Mezzomo
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the N C A A Golf Championship in
Springfield, Ohio at the end of the
season," he said.
D E R O S A E X T E N D E D much
appreciation to some men who have
been very helpful in aiding and
enabling the team to practice
frequently during the past tew weeks.
"P G A pro George O'Brien and
Andy Kumsaw were gracious enough
to let us use their golf course, the
Green Meadows, from September to
June for a very reasonable price."
The coach is also thankful to his
own son, Dave DeRosa, a two-time
All-American golfer while in college,
for his time shared in aiding the MSC
newcomers during practice rounds.

' ----------------------------------------\

For

Teachers
w h o 've
had th e
BUDGET
pulled our

from

MSC will conduct home matches
at both the Knoll golf course in
Boonton and the Mountain Ridge
course in West Caldwell. The first
match
will
be
home
against
FDU/Madison one week from today.

under
th e m ...
Schiller's, New Jersey’s
largest bookstore, under
stands that money is tight.
And many teachers are now
faced with the problem of
losing precious tfeacher aid
materials because of a cut in
the budget. We also under
stand that you need those
very aids now denied you.
Okay, that's the problem.
The solution? Schiller's is
featuring teacher curriculum
material at unbelievable sav
ings — so much so that they
can be purchased with petty
cash. We carry many teach
ing curriculum materials
from such publishers as:
Hayes, Instructor Curricu
lum, Spice, Fearon. Visual
Materials Inc., and many
more.
Write for our free cata
logue, call or visit us today.
Our qualified staff will fill
your order
immediately.
Schiller’s — who else could
better understand a teach
er’s needs?
The New

at the G AR D EN S T A T E PLAZA
PARAM US, N.J. (next to Gimbels)
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Tennis Team's Depth
Could Lead To Title
By Steve Nuiver
Th e decisions that now face MSC
tennis coach George Petty for the
1976 season are the kind that make
him smile.
Th e coach finds himself with a
team of many equals and he's not
really sure who to play in which
singles spot, especially up top.
"TH E PLAYERS are all about
even in the first four positions,"
Petty remarked. "A n y d a y , anyone
can defeat the other."
This puts the coach in the unique
situation of having an assortment of
racketmen who can handle the
number one spot. Combined with
good
strength
in
the
bottom
positions, MSC now has the team
depth it will need to improve on last
year's 8-3 record and to give
Glassboro State College a run for the
conference championship.
"We're not tremendous up top and
poor at the bottom like some other
schools," M SC senior captain Steve
Goff said. "It's more of an even
line-up all along."

THE LIKELY candidate to start in
the number one singles position is

sophomore Roger Neill. Neill, as a
freshman in the top position last
season, had to take the heat of
playing much more experienced
competitors. He still managed a 7-4
personal record and now, with a
year's experience under his belt, he
should continue his winning ways.
Petty feels that Neill's quickness
and ability to move anywhere on the
court, along with a good backhand
shot, will make him a formidable foe
for any opponent.
Sophomore Lance Wieldstein, who
played in the number two singles
position last year, will be among the
top three again. The coach thinks
that Wieldstein's serve and ground
strokes are good but that he needs
work at the net.
WIELDSTEIN PREFERS to stay
back on the court and if an opponent
he is playing is able to draw him in to
the net he may be in trouble. On the
other hand, if an opponent likes to
serve and rush the net himself he
would have to be an expert vollier to
defeat Weildstein, Petty explained.
Last season's third singles position
netman, sophomore Glen Dykstra,

M O N TC L A R IO N / Jo h n Kalll
H A R D S M A S H : MSC's Mark Cucuzella strokes the ball over the net during
practice. The Indians start their season Mon., March 29, at home vs. Seton
Hall.

will also be back amongi the top
spots, possibly alternating with both
Neill and Weildstein.
Dykstra is very good at out-witting
his opponent on the court.
"HE IS very heady tennis player,"
Petty said. "H e'll use strokes to make
opponents play the type of game
they don't want to play by hitting
anything, not just what he likes."
" I want to be more aggressive this
year," Dykstra added. " I hope I
don't have to rely on as much
psych-out as last year."
In addition, freshman Jim m y Neill
(not related to Roger) will add to the
Indians' depth. Neill, a tall, rangey
player from Caldwell High School,
wasn't consistent last year but has
shown
vast
improvement.
He
practiced a|| fa|| and summer and has
turned into a fine young player who
can play on par with R . Neill,
Wieldstein and Dykstra.
J. NEILL'S SERVE
is very
difficult to handle because he hits the
ball deep into the box. It will usually
bounce up by an opponents shoulder
making it hard to return.
Petty wouldn't consider using J.
Neill in the number one position
because of his inexperience. He
probably would prove more valuable
to the team in the number four
singles slot.
" I want him to learn by winning,
not by losing," the coach exclaimed.
TH E INDIANS' strength in the
bottom singles positions could be a
determining factor in many matches.
Junior Ray Salani will be the
number five singles man, as long as he
recovers from the flu< which has
been bothering him of late.
" I don’t think it will affect the
season," Salani noted. " I don't plan
on letting it."
"M Y GAME is better than it was
last year," he continued. I'm more
consistent and I will be relying on
more power. This happens when you
play more and with better players."
Goff will play in the number sixth
singles spot. Th e coach has been
impressed by the development of his
backhand and the way that he is
winning points with it.
" If they hit it to the backhand side
of the court against him last year he
couldn't w in," Petty said.
SENIOR
MARK
Cucuzella,
seventh man, will team up with Goff
on the third doubles team. Last
season this duo only lost once
together and could very well go
undefeated this time around.
Larry Kostula, a sophomore, will
be the eighth man and fill in as a
reserve.
"Th is year I am in the same
position that I was in last year and I
feel as though I have improved," he
said. "T h is shows how the team has

M O N T C L A R IO N / Jo h n Kalll
J U S T IN T IM E : Mark Fistes o f M SC gets to the ball during Tuesday’s practice
on the courts.

M O N T C L A R IO N / Jo h n Kalll
B A C K H A N D : Ray Salani, M SC ’s probable number five singles man, returns
the ball during practice.

improved too."

MIKE BURR, a freshman and
former number one player from
Montclair High School, is behind
Kostula. According to the coach. Burr
has good ground strokes but needs
work on his serve and volley .
• Rounding out the roster are Mark
Fistes and Jim m y Flynn. Flynn is a
sophomore but this is the first season
he can play because it is his first
semester of full time admission.
" I have 11 team members and
technically you're only allowed to
suit up nine for a match," Petty said.
" I'm sure I will be able to use all in
one match or another during the
course of the season."
P ETTY FEELS that the total team
equality has helped practices to be

more productive. When there is less
of a gap between top and bottom
position players everyone learns and
improves at a quicker pace, he said.
The Indians' mentor is also inclined
to think that not going to Florida to
practice this year has helped rather
than hurt the team.
We're better off by spending
money
for
indoor
tim e,"
he
explained. "Florida is beautiful and it
is easy to enjoy yourself right out of
condition while you play."
Th e Indians'main target this year is
to defeat Upsala, East Stroudsburg
State,
FDU
and
of
course,
Glassboro. These schools still seem to
be a step above MSC in strength, but
the tribe is getting closer and this
may be the season they come into
their own.

